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Abstract. Afghanistan’s national guidelines recommend primaquine (PQ) for radical treatment of *Plasmodium vivax* malaria, but this is rarely implemented because of concerns over potential hemolysis in patients who have G6PD deficiency. Between August 2009 and February 2014, we conducted an open-label, randomized controlled trial of chloroquine (CQ) alone versus chloroquine plus primaquine (0.25 mg base/kg/day for 14 days) (CQ+PQ) in patients aged 6 months and older with microscopy confirmed *P. vivax* infection. In the CQ+PQ group, G6PD deficiency was excluded by fluorescent spot testing. The primary outcome was *P. vivax* recurrence assessed by survival analysis over one year follow-up. Of 593 patients enrolled, 570 attended at or after 14 days of follow-up. *Plasmodium vivax* recurrences occurred in 37 (13.1%) of 282 patients in the CQ+PQ arm versus 86 (29.9%) of 288 in the CQ arm (Cox proportional hazard ratio [HR] 0.37, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.25–0.54) (intention-to-treat analysis). Protection against recurrence was greater in the first 6 months of follow-up (HR 0.082; 95% CI 0.029–0.23) than later (HR 0.65, 95% CI 0.41–1.03). Five of seven patients requiring hospital admission were considered possible cases of PQ-related hemolysis, and PQ was stopped in a further six; however, in none of these cases did hemoglobin fall by ≥ 2 g/dL or to below 7 g/dL, and genotyping did not detect any cases of Mediterranean variant G6PD deficiency. PQ 0.25 mg/kg/day for 14 days prevents relapse of *P. vivax* in Afghanistan. Patient visits during the first week may improve adherence. Implementation will require deployment of point-of-care phenotypic tests for G6PD deficiency.

**INTRODUCTION**

Malaria remains a significant problem in Afghanistan where cases are caused by *Plasmodium vivax*.1,2 Limited resources and security challenges hamper control efforts.3 Control of vivax malaria is particularly challenging because the dormant liver stages cause multiple relapses providing a source for new transmission.3 Trials of primaquine (PQ), the only widely available radical therapy, in Afghan refugees living in Pakistan documented good efficacy for PQ 0.25 or 0.5 mg/kg/day given over 14 days4,5 or 0.75 mg/kg/week for 8 weeks,5 compared with a 5-day PQ regimen.6 Although adherence to the 14-day treatment course is a concern, efficacy was preserved with an unsupervised regimen accompanied by appropriate instructions.4

The national treatment policy for vivax malaria in Afghanistan is chloroquine (CQ) plus 0.25 mg/kg/day PQ for 14 days. Unfortunately, PQ causes hemolysis in individuals with G6PD deficiency, a common red cell enzyme deficiency in malaria endemic regions.7–9 G6PD phenotypic tests are generally unavailable in Afghanistan as in many other tropical regions. Hence, administration of PQ according to the national guideline is rarely undertaken.

To assess the effectiveness of unsupervised PQ in preventing relapse of vivax malaria in Afghanistan and thereby support local evidence-based policy development, we compared the relative therapeutic effectiveness of CQ and chloroquine plus primaquine (CQ+PQ) in the treatment of vivax malaria at two provincial sites in Afghanistan.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study area and participants.** In Afghanistan, malaria is confined to the northern plains, the Jalalabad basin, and valleys fringing the central mountains to the west and south.10,11 Malaria is seasonal with cases commencing in May, peaking in July and August, and rare by November. The study was conducted from August 2009 to February 2014 at two provincial malaria control centers. Jalalabad is a referral center for the whole eastern region. Asadabad is the capital city of Kunar province, a largely mountainous area. Both areas border Pakistan with which there is uncontrolled movement.

**Enrollment.** This prospective, open label, randomized controlled trial was conducted in patients aged 6 months and older with uncomplicated microscopy confirmed symptomatic vivax malaria. Clinical and demographic findings and vital signs were documented, including axillary temperature. Capillary blood was collected for hemoglobin measurement (HemoCue, Ängelholm, Sweden), Giemsa-staining of thick and thin blood films for parasite species and counting (40 × number of parasites per 200 white blood cells on the thick film) and G6PD fluorescent spot test (see below). Parastemia was considered negative after examination of 30 thick film high-power fields.

Inclusion criteria were monoinfection with asexual stages of *P. vivax*, axillary temperature ≥ 37.5°C or oral/rectal temperature ≥ 38°C or history of fever in preceding 24 hours, a negative urine pregnancy test in women at risk of pregnancy, ability to swallow oral medication and comply with study requirements, and written consent.
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informed consent by the patient or attending parent/guardian. Exclusion criteria were any clinical or laboratory feature of severe malaria, hemoglobin concentration ≤ 8 g/dL, known G6PD deficiency, significant comorbidity, known hypersensitivity to any study drugs, mixed species Plasmodium infection and pregnancy or lactation.

Randomization. The two treatment arms were CQ and CQ+PQ. Patients were allocated using a pregenerated randomization list in blocks of 20 held independently of the field teams by a statistician. The individual allocations were kept in sealed envelopes and opened only after enrolment. The microscopists but not the patients and clinical field workers were blinded to treatment arm.

G6PD phenotypic testing. Patients randomized to CQ+PQ were tested for G6PD deficiency before receiving antimalarial medication. Samples were tested using the G-6-PD OSMMR 2000 (R&D Diagnostics, Aghia Paraskevi, Greece) NADPH fluorescent spot test kit. When fluorescence was absent (indicating severe deficiency of G6PD) patients were withdrawn and given CQ alone with routine follow-up. Patients with normal fluorescence were treated with CQ+PQ (see below). All patients were advised to return as soon as possible if new symptoms developed (such as dark urine) or their condition worsened significantly. As far as possible, baseline dried blood spots were retained for later testing for the prevalent G6PD Mediterranean variant (563C>T) by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-restriction fragment length polymorphism.13

Drugs. Patients received quality-controlled CQ (International Dispensary Association, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) aiming for a target total dose of 25 mg base/kg in divided doses over 3 days, with or without PQ (Bangkok GPO) 0.25 mg base/kg/day for 14 days. According to body weight, individual doses were rounded to the nearest quarter tablet or tablets were crushed, mixed with 5 mL water and the appropriate volume given. CQ and the first three PQ doses were observed at the malaria treatment center and patients remained for 60 minutes after drug administration. Patients vomiting within this time received the same dose again. Patients who vomited the medication twice were withdrawn from the study. Aside from the day 7 PQ dose (observed at the center), the remainder of the PQ doses were taken at home.

Stopping PQ. PQ was stopped if there were significant symptoms suggesting hemolysis, hemoglobin concentration fell ≥ 2 g/dL, or absolute hemoglobin was < 7 g/dL at any time. Clinicians were free to stop PQ for clinical reasons outside these criteria. If necessary patients were admitted to hospital (a serious adverse event).

Follow-up. Patients were seen daily for the first 3 days, weekly to 28 days and monthly for 12 months.14,15 Patients were also requested to attend if they felt unwell at other times during follow-up. At each visit a standard symptom questionnaire was completed. Thick and thin blood slides were examined and hemoglobin measured. Other tests were undertaken as indicated.

Patients with recurrent P. vivax infections had capillary blood collected on filter paper for confirmatory PCR analysis and were treated with the same treatment as before (CQ or CQ+PQ); patients in the CQ+PQ arm who had failed to complete the initial PQ course and then experienced recurrent P. vivax were treated with CQ only.

Patients were censored from analysis if there was stated withdrawal of consent, severe malaria or persistent vomiting during the acute phase (necessitating parenteral treatment) or development of concomitant disease interfering with classification of treatment outcome. Patients who developed P. falciparum infections were treated with artesunate plus sulphasoxoine-pyrimethamine16 and retained in the study. Patients failing to attend follow-up were visited at home and asked to reattend the center. Remuneration for transportation was provided for follow-up visits. All patients were given one long-lasting insecticide treated bed net.

Outcomes. The primary outcome was P. vivax recurrence (detected by microscopy) assessed by survival analysis. Secondary outcomes were the total number of recurrences, and the safety and tolerability of the treatments. Patients who completed study treatment entered the per protocol (PP) analysis. Those in the CQ+PQ arm who failed to complete PQ continued to be followed up and were included in the intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis. Patients who did not attend at or after 14 days were excluded from both efficacy analyses.

Sample size. It was hypothesized that PQ would reduce the proportion of patients with at least one recurrent attack of P. vivax within a year after treatment from 25% to 15%. Using Z-test with continuity correction, one-sided significance level (α) = 0.025 and power = 80%, calculated sample size was 270 per arm; 600 patients were planned to allow for 10% loss to follow up.

Statistical analysis. Data were entered onto record forms, transferred electronically to an Open Clinica database and downloaded via Excel into STATA (v10) (Statacorp, College Station, TX), Student’s test, Mann-Whitney U and χ2 (or Fisher’s exact) tests were used for comparison of baseline variables, as appropriate. Parasitological failure rates were assessed by recurrence-free survival analysis (Kaplan-Meier). Cox regression was performed to identify possible independent predictors of recurrence, using a stepwise elimination method.

Species confirmation by PCR. DNA was extracted from filter-paper blood spots from recurrent cases and nested PCR performed to detect P. vivax and P. falciparum.17

Ethical approval. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol University, Thailand, the Oxford Tropical Research Ethics Committee, Oxford University, United Kingdom and the Institutional Review Board of the Afghan Public Health Institute, Ministry of Public Health, Afghanistan. The trial was registered under the identifier NCT01178021.

RESULTS

Recruitment. Between August 2009 and February 2013, 13,735 patients presented to the study centers with fever. Five hundred and ninety three patients who had mono-infection with P. vivax were enrolled in the study and randomized to the CQ (N = 295) and CQ+PQ (N = 298) arms (Figure 1).

Six patients (five male, one female) randomized to CQ+PQ were judged G6PD deficient on fluorescent spot testing, treated with CQ and withdrawn from the study. Later G6PD molecular testing using retained baseline dried blood spots showed that three males were hemizygous for the Mediterranean deficient variant, while the female was wild-type (genotyping was unsuccessful in one male and one sample was missing).

Baseline characteristics. Baseline characteristics were similar between the two treatment groups (Table 1).

Follow-up. Of the 570 individuals seen at or after 14 days, 23 (4.0%) were lost to follow-up before 6 months. A total of 59 (10.4%) were lost to follow-up (without experiencing the primary endpoint) before 1 year. Security issues in the Kunar...
region in 2010 prevented the latter stages of follow-up in a set of 27 consecutive patients recruited at the Kunar site. Two patients had *P. falciparum* monoinfection during follow-up, were treated with artesunate plus sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine, and retained in the study.

**Therapeutic response over 12 months.** At least one *P. vivax* recurrence occurred in 86 (29.9%) of 288 patients in the CQ arm and 37 (13.1%) of 282 in the CQ+PQ arm (Figure 2). Most (68 and 33, respectively) had a single recurrence, 17 and 4, respectively, had two recurrences and one patient in the CQ arm had three recurrences. Gametocytes were microscopically visible in 70% of recurrences.

The ITT analysis confirmed that recurrences were less common with CQ+PQ (hazard ratio [HR] 0.37, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.25–0.54). The PP analysis (excluding six patients not completing PQ) gave similar results: CQ+PQ HR 0.35 (0.24–0.52).

Protection from recurrence afforded by PQ was largely confined to the first 6 months of follow-up, with 45 and four patients with recurrence in the CQ and CQ+PQ arms, respectively. The Cox proportional estimate for protective effect of PQ in the first 6 months was 0.082 (95% CI 0.029–0.23) by ITT analysis. In months 7–12 protection was no longer significant (HR 0.65, 95% CI 0.41–1.03).

Univariate analysis showed that age, gender, weight, baseline hemoglobin and parasitemia were not significantly associated with recurrence. Baseline gametocytemia on microscopy was associated with recurrence (HR 2.08, 95% CI 1.25–3.48), and remained significant in a multivariable analysis with treatment arm. However, in contrast to the effect of PQ, the association was not significant in the first 6 months (HR 1.64, 95% CI 0.77–3.50) and was only significant for months 6–12 (HR 2.48, 95% CI 1.24–4.99).

**Parasite clearance and early recurrence.** At day 1 after treatment, 84.3% of patients in the CQ arm and 90.3% in the CQ+PQ arm had cleared parasites on the peripheral blood film; by day 2, this proportion was 98.6% in both arms. Eight patients (1.4%; 7 in the CQ arm) had recurrent *P. vivax* before day 42 with six in the CQ arm occurring at day 28 (or 1 day before). The median parasitemia at recurrence in these six cases was 1,980/μL (hence similar to the overall study).

**Molecular speciation of recurrent isolates.** Dried blood spots from reported *P. vivax* recurrences were speciated by PCR. Of 88 available samples, 79 were found to be *P. vivax*, four *Plasmodium falciparum* and two mixed infections (three cases had no amplification product). Of the *P. falciparum* monoinfections (misidentified as *P. vivax*), three were in the
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**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Treatment arm</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CQ (N = 295)</td>
<td>CQ+PQ (N = 292)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex: male/female (ratio)</td>
<td>200/95 (2.11)</td>
<td>187/105 (1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, median years (range)</td>
<td>15 (2–84)</td>
<td>16 (2–65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, median kg (range)</td>
<td>46 (8–100)</td>
<td>52 (8–92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric mean parasitemia/μL (95% CI)</td>
<td>2.249 (2.027–2.494)</td>
<td>2.409 (2.165–2.655)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number with gametocytes</td>
<td>224 (75.9)</td>
<td>219 (74.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin concentration, mean g/dl (95% CI)</td>
<td>12.0 (11.8–12.2)</td>
<td>12.0 (11.9–12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body temperature °C, mean (95% CI)</td>
<td>37.9 (37.8–38.1)</td>
<td>38.2 (37.8–38.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaundice</td>
<td>2 (0.7)</td>
<td>1 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI = confidence interval.

Data for chloroquine (CQ) and chloroquine plus primaquine (CQ+PQ) are number (%) unless otherwise indicated.
CQ arm and one in the CQ+PQ arm; one of these CQ cases went on to have a true P. vivax recurrence (confirmed by PCR). Inaccurately speciated cases are hence unlikely to have significantly impacted the main findings.

Hemoglobin changes. Hemoglobin concentrations after enrollment recovered over the course of 2 months, with a mean (95% CI) increase compared with baseline of 0.44 g/dL (0.36–0.53) (Figure 3). Recurrent P. vivax was associated with a fall and rise in hemoglobin of very similar magnitude (fall compared with previous infection-free visit = 0.43 g/dL, 0.27–0.59; rise 2 months after recurrence = 0.42 g/dL, 0.26–0.58) (Figure 3).

Adverse events. Both treatments were generally well tolerated. Repeated vomiting of the study medication was not reported. Seven patients deteriorated, requiring hospital admission, during the treatment phase and were withdrawn from the study (Table 2); five were considered possibly related to PQ in the CQ+PQ arm. However, in none of these cases did hemoglobin fall by ≥2 g/dL, or to below 7 g/dL and G6PD genotyping, possible in five cases, indicated only wild-type alleles at the Mediterranean G6PD deficiency locus (Table 2).

There were seven other cases where signs or symptoms considered compatible with hemolysis occurred but the patient was not hospitalized or withdrawn. Six of these were in the CQ+PQ arm, and PQ administration was stopped (Table 2). Some patients were anemic before treatment. G6PD genotyping (possible in five cases) indicated only wild-type alleles at the Mediterranean locus.

DISCUSSION

The trial’s primary aim was to measure the efficacy of unsupervised PQ (14 days at 0.25 mg/kg/day) as radical treatment of P. vivax in Afghanistan. Measuring the efficacy of radical treatment involves consideration of several methodological issues. Molecular tests cannot distinguish relapse from reinfection or recrudescence (a problem if there is resistance to the initial schizonticidal treatment), requiring a control arm of CQ efficacious only against the blood-stage infection. The follow-up period needs to take into account the natural history of relapses in the given location.18 In Southeast Asia and Oceania, where relapses are frequent and early, differences in relapse rate can be discerned with a relatively short period of follow-up. In South Asia, relapse rates are lower, and in some areas, long latency temperate strains are prevalent,19 so a longer period of observation with high rates of follow-up is required to obtain sufficient power.

Given its high rate of follow-up, our study provided a clear view of the natural history of vivax relapse in Afghanistan. The survival curves in the two study arms appeared to diverge from the outset, with seven of eight early recurrences (before day 42) in the CQ only arm. PQ has significant blood-stage activity,20 but still the lack of early infections in the CQ+PQ arm suggests that these were relapses rather than recrudescences, indicating ongoing efficacy of CQ against blood stages.21 For the first 6 months, the recurrence-free survival curve for CQ indicated a constant recurrence frequency of about 2.5% per month; again, these are likely to have been relapses because recurrences remained rare in the CQ+PQ arm. After 6 months, the two survival curves became more similar, suggesting that reinfections predominated, although there was a possible excess of recurrences in the CQ group after 8 months that may represent late relapses of long latency infections as seen previously.5,19 (although numbers are too small for clear definition). The overall recurrence rates in the two arms are broadly similar to those previously found in Afghan refugees in Pakistan.2

The overall efficacy of 0.25 mg/kg/day PO for 14 days over a year was approximately 65%. The efficacy during the first 6 months, in which relapses are likely to have predominated, was around 90%. This study hence provides clear evidence that the current PQ regimen is efficacious in radical cure. The total dose of 3.5 mg/kg prescribed is categorized as “low dose” according to the stratification proposed by John et al.18 and has been shown to provide useful antirelapse activity (of varying magnitude) in other randomized controlled studies undertaken in Pakistan,4 India,22,23 Thailand,24,25 and Ethiopia26 as well as the multi-center DETECTIVE study27; these studies have also been summarized in relevant meta-analyses.18,28,29

Vivax recurrence was associated with a fall of approximately 0.5 g/dL hemoglobin. Although unlikely to be clinically detrimental in isolation, this could carry a cumulative effect with repeated recurrences (particularly if diagnosed late and/or associated with other forms of anemia).30
CQ has been used as first-line schizonticidal treatment of vivax malaria in Afghanistan for many decades. The data obtained in this study suggest that it remains an efficacious schizonticide in this region. Six cases in the CQ arm experienced relapse at 28 days (or just before). Without drug levels at the time of recurrence it is not possible to exclude the possibility that these cases represent CQ-resistant parasites, but the overall proportion of such cases (well under 5% of the total) is indicative of a sensitive population and consistent with previous studies. In addition, microscopic parasite clearance rate was fast in both CQ and CQ+PQ arms, with more than 98% of cases clear of parasites by day two, another marker of CQ sensitivity.

The study had certain weaknesses which might impact on its generalizability. Most PQ doses were unsupervised, but PQ was observed on days zero, one, two, and seven, with further reinforcement of adherence by ongoing follow-up, so it was partly supervised, potentially overestimating effectiveness. However, previous work suggests good levels of adherence in this community.

The work was undertaken in a resource-poor setting with challenging logistic and security issues; at one stage, the Kunar site closed because of civil unrest. The malaria treatment centers lack facilities for detailed assessment of possible hemolysis, leading to the possibility of subjective decision making by staff. Linked to this, the study was nonblinded, with clinical staff aware of treatment allocation. None of the hospitalized patients judged to have a syndrome compatible with PQ-induced hemolysis, or in whom PQ was stopped, met laboratory criteria for hemolysis, suggesting that these were not hemolytic episodes; furthermore, retrospective G6PD genotyping (limited to the Mediterranean locus) indicated only wild-type alleles. Notably, some of these patients were anemic at baseline, suggesting that study doctors may have been influenced by disease rather than treatment effects. Use of placebo would have offset this problem.

For pragmatic reasons, detection and speciation of recurrent malaria, clearly central to assessment of the primary endpoint, were undertaken by microscopy, thereby focusing on the efficacy of treatment in terms of symptomatic cases. Detection of recurrence via the more sensitive technique of PCR (on dried blood spots) would have allowed assessment of the impact of PQ on all recurrences, including submicroscopic infections which can increase the risk of anemia and also contribute to the infectious reservoir in low transmission settings. Molecular validation by PCR of dried blood spots indicated that a small proportion (around 5%) of recurrent infections thought to be P. vivax were actually P. falciparum, an unsurprising result given previously identified challenges in accuracy of malaria diagnosis in Afghanistan. The relatively low number of possibly misclassified cases appears unlikely to have compromised the study’s overall conclusions.

**CONCLUSION**

PQ administered in a largely unsupervised fashion at 0.25 mg/kg/day for 14 days provides efficacious radical cure in P. vivax patients in Afghanistan. Because of ongoing safety concerns, methods for exclusion of G6PD deficiency that can be applied a range of field settings are needed if PQ is to be widely deployed.
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